CONCERNING REAL NUMBERS WHOSE POWERS
HAVE NONINTEGRAL DIFFERENCES
HERMAN J. COHEN AND FRED SUPNICK

Various classes of real numbers a have been considered for which
a* —ar is, r positive integers, s^r) is never integral (see pp. 244-246
of [l]). This note adds another class to this category.
If we consider the numbers a = a + bi2)112, we find that if a and b
are positive and rational, a ^ 1, then a" —ar is nonintegral. This result
is now generalized:

Theorem.

Let ß be any algebraic number having a minimal

poly-

nomial of the form :
(1)

xn — bix"-1 — b2xn~2 — ...

— bn-ix — b„,

where each b¡ is rational, bi ^ 0, n > I. Let a be defined by
(2)

a = co + crfd> + c2ßd* + ■ ■ ■ + cmßd">,

where each c,->0, Cnèzl, nt^l,

l^di<d2<

■ ■ ■ <dm<n;

ct rational,

di integral.
Then as—ar is nonintegral

Proof.

for all positive integers s, r is^r).

Let us suppose that

(3)

a" - aT -

with s>r
(4)

a'

and k integral.
=

k = 0,

Now,

X) —-'-ico)QKcißdl)Q1i<:2ßd2)'"
2o%i=. çolgi! • • • qm\

■ ■ ■ icmßdm)'I»>,

while
r'
(5)

ar

=

£

-(co)10^1)'1^2)'2

• ■ • icmßd-y".

SO'<¡=rtoUll • • • tm\

The right member

ii=l,

of (5) contains

the term for which t0 = r —1,

and all other ¿, = 0, namely,

(6)
similarly,

(7)
Presented

rW-V';
the right member of (4) contains

the term

sicoY^c^.
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We note that the coefficient of ßdl in (7) exceeds that in (6).
In the same way, suppose we select any particular term

r!

(8)

-(co)f°(ci/3'il)'1(c2/?d!!),!!
to^xl ■ • • ím!

- • • (ciS*-)1-

in the right member of (5), where £o

í¿ = r. Now, let us associate

with (8) the term
si

(9)

-ico)Hcißdl)qiic2ß'i2)qi
9o!?i! • • ■ ?m!

■ • ■ icmßdm)q<»

of (4), where we pick q0 = t0 + s — r, q( = U for 1 ^ i ^ m, so that
£? q<= s.
We note that (8) and (9) both contain the same total exponent
of ß, namely £™ diU, but (except for the case c0=l, tx= t2= • • •
= ím= 0) the coefficient in (9) is greater than that in (8). Also, any
two terms of (5) have distinct corresponding terms in (4). Consequently, substituting
(4) and (5) into (3), we obtain an equation in

ß of the form
(10)

go/3** +

gxßd""~l

+

••■+

gdms-dxßdl +

-•■+

gdm,-iß

+ gdm, =0

where g¿^0 for i = 0, 1, 2, • • • , dms—i, and gam,-dx>0.
Now, by (1), each power of ß in (10) can be expressed in terms
of the basis {1, ß, ß2, • • ■ , ß"-1} with nonnegative coefficients. After
these substitutions have been made, the total coefficient of ßil will still
be positive. Thus (10) becomes a polynomial in ß whose degree d
satisfies 1 ^dx^d<n,
which is impossible.
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